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Abstract

We present GazeDirector, a new approach for eye gaze redirection that uses model-fitting. Our method first tracks the eyes by fitting a multi-part eye region model to video frames using analysis-by-synthesis, thereby recovering eye region shape, texture, pose, and gaze simultaneously. It then redirects gaze by 1) warping the eyelids from the original image using a model-derived flow field, and 2) rendering and compositing synthesized 3D eyeballs onto the output image in a photorealistic manner. GazeDirector allows us to change where people are looking without person-specific training data, and with full articulation, i.e. we can precisely specify new gaze directions in 3D. Quantitatively, we evaluate both model-fitting and gaze synthesis, with experiments for gaze estimation and redirection on the Columbia gaze dataset. Qualitatively, we compare GazeDirector against recent work on gaze redirection, showing better results especially for large redirection angles. Finally, we demonstrate gaze redirection on YouTube videos by introducing new 3D gaze targets and by manipulating visual behavior.

1. Introduction

Gaze redirection is an upcoming research topic where the goal is to alter an image to change where someone is looking (see Figure 1) \cite{GKSL16,TZS16b}. This is an important generalization of the classic gaze correction task \cite{ZGT99,CSBT03}, where someone’s gaze is adjusted to a single new direction to simulate eye contact. With gaze redirection, gaze can be adjusted to any direction.

The ability to freely change where someone is looking paves the way for a variety of compelling new applications (see Figure 2). For example, taking a group picture with everyone is looking at the camera at the same time can be difficult \cite{SYFN13}. Imagine a gaze-correcting camera that could always enforce eye contact, no matter where people are actually looking. Also, one challenge for actors nowadays is performing alone before other computer-generated characters are composited in. Where are they supposed to look? With gaze redirection their apparent point-of-regard could be controlled in post-production, ensuring they look at virtual characters. Gaze direction is also an important social signal \cite{Eme00} – the ability to redirect gaze or even impose specific visual behaviours on video content in real-time could serve as a useful experimental tool, e.g. to study gaze following or joint attention in autism research \cite{JC04}.

A reliable and robust gaze redirection algorithm should work with previously unseen people and handle desired gaze directions which differ significantly from the original gaze. Thies et al. \cite{TZS16b} recently proposed an approach which requires per-user calibration, a tedious process that is unsuitable for many scenarios. More relevant to our goal of user-independent gaze redirection is DeepWarp \cite{GKSL16}, an approach that uses a deep neural network to directly predict an image-warping flow field between two eye images with a known gaze “correction” angular offset between them. This flow field is applied to the original image to redirect gaze. In this way, DeepWarp can only redirect gaze by shifting it by an angular
Figure 2: GazeDirector enables new applications that were previously impossible. (a) Taking group pictures with everyone looking at the camera can be tricky. (b) A gaze correcting camera can ensure this is always the case. (c,d) A challenge for actors is knowing where to look before visual effects are added to a scene. This can be modified in post-production, so if a CGI character is changed, the actor’s gaze can be adjusted accordingly. The highlighted faces in (a,b) and the face in (c,d) have been modified by GazeDirector.

offset; it cannot specify new gaze directions explicitly. Furthermore, this approach is prone to producing unsightly artefacts when redirecting gaze over large angles. This problem is fundamental in any purely warping-based approach since it is impossible to warp parts of the eye that were occluded in the original image.

In this work we present GazeDirector, a new approach for person-independent gaze redirection. The main idea of our approach is to model the eye region in 3D instead of trying to predict a flow field directly from an input image [GKSL16]. Since we recover the shape and pose of the eyes in 3D, our approach can redirect gaze with full articulation: GazeDirector can precisely specify new desired gaze targets or directions in 3D instead of using gaze angle correction offsets [GKSL16]. To model the eye in 3D, we extend a recently proposed method [WBM+16a] to fit a 3D morphable model of the eye region to both eyes in an input image using analysis-by-synthesis. Once we have recovered the shape, pose, and appearance of the eyes, we redirect gaze in two steps. First, we compute a dense model-derived flow field corresponding to eyelid motion between the original and desired gaze directions. This dense flow field is efficiently extrapolated from sparse per-vertex flow values using GPU rasterization. We apply this flow field to the input image to warp the eyelids. Second, we render and composite our redirected eyeball models onto the output image in a photorealistic manner.

Contributions 1) Our primary contribution is GazeDirector: a new method that demonstrates how eye-region model fitting using analysis-by-synthesis enables superior gaze redirection compared to previous approaches (§3). In addition, we present the following secondary contributions: 2) A practical approach for rapid synthesis of dense model-derived optical flow fields using GPU rasterization (§5.1). 3) Improvements over the state-of-the-art in gaze estimation using our dataset-independent model fitting approach (§6.1).

2. Related Work

Eye gaze manipulation The lack of eye contact during videoconferencing is a well-known problem in computer graphics. There are three main approaches to tackle it: 1) novel-view synthesis, 2) eye-replacement, and 3) eye-warping.

Novel-view synthesis methods re-render the subject’s face so they appear to be looking at the camera. The first step is recovering a dense depthmap of the face – this can be done with stereo vision [YZ02, CSBT03], RGB-D (color with depth) cameras [KPB+12], and monocular RGB cameras [GBK+14]. This facial depthmap is then rotated and re-rendered from a new viewpoint along a frontal gaze path. However, as these methods distort the face as a whole, they are not suitable for more general forms of gaze manipulation.

Eye-replacement methods replace eyes in the original image with new eye images representing different gaze. The most realistic approaches collect a set of person-specific images of eyes looking at a camera, and composite them into the original face [WFA10, QLTH15, SSSH16]. These methods require person-specific eye images to pick from, and encounter issues when composing eyes across different head poses or illumination conditions. Other eye-replacement approaches synthesize new eyeballs with graphics [GTZ00, WK03]. However, these methods do not move the eyelids – an important cue for vertical gaze, and only use rudimentary 2D graphics techniques that ignore iris color, head pose, and scene illumination. Our method instead synthesizes new eyeballs taking eyelid motion, iris color, and illumination into account.

Warping-based methods can redirect gaze without requiring person-specific training data. These methods learn to generate a flow field from one eye image to another using training pairs of eye images with known gaze offsets between them. This flow field is used to warp pixels in the original image, thus modifying gaze [KL15, GKSL16]. However, purely warping-based methods suffer three major limitations: First, they can only offset the original unknown gaze direction, so cannot specify a new gaze direction explicitly. Second, the range of possible redirection is limited by the gaze directions in the training set. Third, warping artefacts appear for large redirection angles as parts of the eye that were originally occluded cannot be synthesized correctly. Using 3D models, GazeDirector can explicitly specify new gaze directions in 3D, without training data, and without introducing artefacts.

Like us, Banf and Blanz [BB09] used morphable models to redirect gaze. They fit a single-part face model to an image, and redirect gaze by deforming the eyelids using an example-based approach, and sliding the iris across the model surface using texture-coordinate interpolation. Since they use a mesh where the face and eyes are joined, their method only works when people look straight ahead. GazeDirector instead models the face and eyeballs as separate parts, allowing for non-frontal input gaze.

Facial performance capture

Since GazeDirector recovers the shape, texture, pose, and gaze of
the facial eye region, it is also related to the problem of recovering facial geometry – a well established research topic. The goal is to recover dynamic facial geometry and appearance using commodity cameras alone.

Monocular facial performance capture is a highly under-constrained problem, so a parametric face model is often used as a prior to help recover shape and albedo. Such models can then be fit to either RGB-D data or RGB data. However, these approaches generally avoid the eyes, cutting them out of the mesh. This is because the parametric face model does not represent the surface of the skin, and has reduced fidelity around the eye due to poor correspondences in the source head scan data. For GazeDirector, we extended a previous model that was built using high quality scans, with care taken to maintain correspondences around the eyelids and eye corners. Critically, this model treats the eyeballs as separate parts that move independently from the face.

Some previous work tracked the eyes as a part of the face. Garrido et al. [GZC+16] include eyeball geometry in a “detail” layer of their facial mesh. Though this can lead to acceptable re-rendering, it does not allow gaze redirection as the eyeballs and face are joined in a single mesh. Suwanjanakorn et al. [SSKS15] model eyeball movement by interpolating between facial textures. This does not allow smooth arbitrary eyelid motion, and requires a large training set of person-specific images with eye movement. Recent work has combined a facial skin surface capture system with a separate gaze tracker [TZS’16a, WSXC16, CWW’16]. Our approach instead captures the face eye region and eyelid simultaneously. This lets us reliably recover eyeball shape and texture parameters – important for realistic gaze redirection.

There have been recent breakthroughs in capturing the eyeballs and eyelids in extreme detail using special equipment [BBN’14, BBK’15, BBGB16]. Our work does not come close to this level of detail. Instead, we focus on capturing the eye for gaze redirection in commodity monocular images and video.

3. Overview

As shown in Figure 3, our approach consists of two main stages: eye region tracking and eye gaze redirection.

Figure 3: Given observed image \( I_{obs} \), we first initialize our model using 25 facial landmarks from a face tracker [BRM16]. We then find optimal model parameters \( \Phi^* \) using analysis-by-synthesis, minimizing a reconstruction energy \( E(\Phi) \). We then modify \( \Phi^* \) with the desired gaze and eyelid behaviour, resulting in a new \( I_{syn} \) which we blend onto \( I_{obs} \), giving a redirected gaze image.

Tracking Given a monocular RGB image frame, we first capture the eyes by fitting our eye region model. This model consists of two parts: a generative facial part and an articulated eyeball part. It is defined by a set of parameters \( \Phi \) that describe shape, texture, pose, and scene illumination. We fit our model to the image using analysis-by-synthesis, searching for optimal parameters \( \Phi^* \) by minimizing a photometric reconstruction energy.

Redirection We redirect gaze in two steps: 1) We warp the eyelids in the original image using a flow field derived from our 3D model. We efficiently calculate this flow field by re-posing our eye region model to change gaze, and rendering the image-space flow between tracked and re-posed eye regions. 2) We then render the redirected eyeballs and composite them back into the image. We blur the boundary between the skin and eyeball to soften the transition so the eyes they “fit in” better.

4. Eye region tracking

For our gaze redirection to look plausible, we must first recover the original shape and texture of the eye region. Given an image frame \( I_{obs} \), we therefore wish to recover a set of optimal parameters \( \Phi^* \) that best explains it in terms of our eye region model. We search for \( \Phi^* \) using analysis-by-synthesis: iteratively rendering a synthetic eye region image \( I_{syn} \), comparing it to \( I_{obs} \) using our reconstruction energy \( E \) (defined in Equation 4), and updating \( \Phi \) accordingly.

4.1. Eye region model

At the heart of our method lies a multi-part eye region model based on that by Wood et al. [WBM’16a]. For GazeDirector, we extended it to model two eyes rather than one, simplified the iris color model to improve robustness, and added aesthetic improvements (subdivision surfaces, ambient occlusion, reflections) to improve realism. Our model contains four main parts: the left and right facial eye regions, and the left and right eyeballs. It is parameterized by \( \Phi \):

\[
\Phi = \{\beta, \tau, \theta, \iota\},
\]

where \( \beta \) are the set of shape parameters, \( \tau \) the texture parameters, \( \theta \) the pose parameters, and \( \iota \) the illumination parameters. We now describe each parameter below.
Shape $\beta$ The geometric shape of each eye region is described by a linear Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model $M_{\text{geo}} \in \mathbb{R}^{3n}$ in the style of previous work [BV99]. This comprises $n = 229$ vertices and was built from a collection of 22 high resolution scans acquired online [WBM 16b]. We assume faces are symmetrical, so the shapes of both eye regions are controlled with a single set of coefficients $\beta_{\text{face}} \in \mathbb{R}^{16}$,

$$M_{\text{geo}}(\beta_{\text{face}}) = \mu_{\text{geo}} + U\text{diag}(\sigma_{\text{geo}})\beta_{\text{face}}$$

where $\mu_{\text{geo}}$ is the average face shape, $U$ the modes of shape variation, and $\sigma_{\text{geo}}$ the standard deviations of these modes (see Figure 4). For simplicity, each $\beta_i \in \beta_{\text{face}}$ is scaled so that $\beta_i = 1$ represents a single standard deviation’s worth of variation in that dimension. For the eyeball we use a standard two-sphere model based off physiological averages [RAB 14]. We also include a parameter $\beta_{\text{iris}}$ that controls iris size by scaling vertices on the iris boundary about the pupil.

Texture $\tau$ We use a linear PCA texture model $M_{\text{tex}} \in \mathbb{R}^{3m}$ of the facial eye region, built from the same set of scans. Rather than model the color of each vertex [BV99], $M_{\text{tex}}$ generates RGB texture maps sized $m = 512 \times 512$ px that we apply to both eye regions. This linear texture model is controlled with texture coefficients $\tau_{\text{face}} \in \mathbb{R}^{m}$,

$$M_{\text{tex}}(\tau_{\text{face}}) = \mu_{\text{tex}} + V\text{diag}(\sigma_{\text{tex}})\tau_{\text{face}}$$

where $\mu_{\text{tex}}$ is the average face texture, $V$ the modes of texture variation, and $\sigma_{\text{tex}}$ the respective standard deviations. Each coefficient is scaled in a similar way to $M_{\text{geo}}$, so it represents one standard deviation in its dimension. As shown in Figure 5, we vary the iris by multiplying the iris region of the base eyeball texture with an RGB color $\tau_{\text{iris}}$. Since the “white of the eye” is rarely purely white, we also tint it with another color $\tau_{\text{int}}$.

Pose $\theta$ Our pose parameters describe both global and local pose. Globally, the eye regions are positioned with rotation $\theta_R$ and translation $\theta_T$. The interocular distance is controlled via $\theta_{\text{iod}}$. The eyeball positions are fixed in relation to the eye regions. Our local pose parameters allow the eyeballs to rotate independently from the face, controlling gaze. The general gaze direction is given by pitch and yaw angles $\theta_p$ and $\theta_y$, and vergence is controlled with $\theta_v$. When the eyeball looks up or down, the eyelids follow it. We use procedural animation to pose the eyelids in the facial mesh by rotational amount $\theta_{\text{lid}}$ [WBM 16b].

3.2. Eye model

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Shape:} & \quad \mu_{\text{geo}} + \beta_1 \frac{v}{2} + \beta_2 \frac{v}{2} + \cdots + \tau_1 \frac{v}{2} + \tau_2 \frac{v}{2} \\
\text{Texture:} & \quad \mu_{\text{tex}} + \tau_{\text{face}} + \tau_{\text{iris}} + \tau_{\text{int}}
\end{align*}$$
fit. Each term is expressible as a sum-of-squares, allowing us to minimize \( E(\Phi) \) using the Gauss-Newton algorithm.

\[
E(\Phi) = E_{img}(\Phi) + E_{ldmks}(\Phi) + E_{stats}(\Phi) + E_{pose}(\Phi)
\]

(4)

Our data terms (see Figure 7) guide our model fit using image pixels and facial landmarks, while our prior terms penalize unlikely facial shape and texture, and eyeball orientations. We now describe each term in detail.

**Image similarity** \( E_{img} \)  Our primary goal is to minimize the photometric reconstruction error between \( I_{syn} \) and \( I_{obs} \). The data term \( E_{img} \) expresses how well the fitted model explains \( I_{obs} \) by densely measuring pixel-wise differences across the images using a robust mean squared error. We promote image similarity with the term

\[
E_{img}(\Phi) = \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{p \in P} \rho(|I_{syn}(p) - I_{obs}(p)|)^2
\]

(5)

where \( P \subset I_{syn} \) represents the set of rendered foreground pixels belonging to our 3D model. The background pixels are ignored. The robust function \( \rho(e) = \min(\sqrt{T/e}, e) \), for threshold \( T \), alleviates the effects of outliers; this is important for recovering iris color in the presence of strong specular highlights on the eye.

**Landmark similarity** \( E_{ldmks} \)  The face contains several landmark feature points that can be tracked reliably. We therefore regularize our dense data term \( E_{img} \) using a sparse set of landmarks \( L \) provided by a face tracker [BRM16]. \( L \) consists of 25 points that describe the eyebrows, nose and eyelids. For each 2D tracked landmark \( l \in L \), we also compute a corresponding synthesized 2D landmark \( l' \) as a linear combination of projected vertices in our shape model. Facial landmark similarities are incorporated into our energy using

\[
E_{ldmks}(\Phi) = \lambda_{ldmks} \cdot \frac{1}{|P|} \sum_{l \in L} |l_i - l'_i|^2
\]

(6)

As landmark distances \( |l_i - l'_i| \) are measured in image-space, we normalize the energy by dividing through by foreground area \( |P| \) to avoid bias from eye region size in the image. The importance of \( E_{ldmks} \) is controlled with weight \( \lambda_{ldmks} \).

**Statistical prior** \( E_{stats} \)  We penalize unlikely facial shape and texture using a statistical prior [BV99]. As we assume a normally distributed population, our PCA model parameters should be close to the mean 0:

\[
E_{stats}(\Phi) = \lambda_{geo} \sum_{i=0}^{|\beta|} \beta_i^2 + \lambda_{tex} \sum_{i=0}^{|\tau|} \tau_i^2
\]

(7)

Recall that \( \beta \in \beta \) and \( \tau \in \tau \) are scaled by their respective standard deviations in our model. This energy helps our fit avoid degenerate facial shapes and texture, and guides its recovery from poor local minima found in previous frames. The penalties for unlikely shape and texture are weighted separately with \( \lambda_{geo} \) and \( \lambda_{tex} \).

**Pose prior** \( E_{pose} \)  Our final energy penalizes mismatched parameters for eyeball gaze direction and eyelid position. The eyelids follow eye gaze, so if the eyeball is looking upwards, the eyelids should be rotated upwards, and visa versa. We enforce eyelid pose consistency with

\[
E_{pose}(\Phi) = \lambda_{pose} \cdot |\theta_{lid} - \theta_p|^2
\]

(8)

where \( \theta_{lid} \) is the eyelid pitch angle of our model’s face parts, and \( \theta_p \) is the gaze pitch angle of our eyeball parts. Its relative importance is controlled by weight \( \lambda_{pose} \).

### 4.3. Optimization procedure

Minimizing our proposed objective \( E(\Phi) \) is a challenging high-dimensional non-convex optimization problem. We use a GPU-assisted, annealed form of the Gauss-Newton algorithm, where the parameter update for \( \Phi \) is as follows:

\[
\Phi^{i+1} = \Phi^i - \eta (J_r^T J_r)^{-1} J_r^T r
\]

(9)

where \( r \) is the vector of energy function residuals, \( J_r \) the Jacobian matrix of residuals \( r \) evaluated at \( \Phi^i \), \( J_r^T J_r \) the approximation to the Hessian matrix, and \( \eta \) the annealing rate. We perform a variable number of Gauss-Newton iterations, terminating early if our energy stops decreasing. Figure 7 shows four iterations of our model fit.

To compute the Jacobian we use numerical central derivatives. This is an expensive operation, requiring two images to be rendered for every parameter. We keep our system performant by calculating \( J_r \) and \( J_r^T J_r \) entirely on the GPU, avoiding expensive pipeline stalls.
When the eyeball rotates, the eyelids move with it. To simulate this, we warp the eyelids from the original image using a model-derived optical flow. We exploit temporal similarities by initializing the global rotation parameters using the Kabsch [Kab76] algorithm, minimizing the root mean squared deviation between the detected global rotation parameters and the model-to-world transforms \( \theta_\text{lid} \) and \( \theta_\text{F} \). It is common for analysis-by-synthesis methods to use GPU rasterization to evaluate an objective function \([SKR+15, TZS+16a]\). We propose a simple and efficient approach for computing dense flow-fields using the same frame-work. To efficiently distribute sparse flow values across image space, we load per-vertex flows \( \phi_i \) into our renderer as vertex attributes and let the rasterization stage interpolate between them and handle occlusions between different model parts (see Figure 9). This takes ~5ms. The result is a dense flow field \( \Phi \) that we use to remap source image pixels to simulate eyelid motion.

### 5.2. Compositing redirected eyeballs

Once the eyeballs have been warped, we render the portion of the eyeballs between the eyelids and composite them onto the output image. Following rasterization, the eyelid edges will be perfectly sharp and unlikely to match the observed image. We therefore follow the approach adopted by the real-time rendering community \([JD-vdp12, KACM16]\), and blur the seam where the eyeballs meet the eyelids with a small Gaussian.

A shortcoming of our underlying scene model is the lack of specular reflections on the eyelid surface. Real world eye images often exhibit strong highlights or glints. We decided not to explicitly model multiple light sources in \( \Phi \) because of the additional computational cost with numerical derivatives. We instead pre-rendered a set of five spherical reflection maps that model common environmental lighting scenarios (see Figure 5), and use them to apply specular reflections on the eyeball at runtime. This choice is made by seeking the reflection map that minimizes image error. While this cannot model complex environmental reflections, it improves the perceived quality of the eyeball re-rendering.

### 6. Evaluations

In this section we evaluate GazeDirector. Quantitatively, we evaluate our model fitting stage with a gaze estimation experiment, and our
gaze synthesis stage with a gaze redirection experiment. Qualitatively, we compare our method against recent work [GKSL16], and demonstrate gaze redirection and visual behaviour manipulation on YouTube videos.

### 6.1. Model fitting performance

We performed an experiment to assess our fitting strategy. We measured two factors: 1) photometric error to determine how well we reconstructed the image, and 2) gaze estimation error to see if we can correctly recover eyeball pose. We used the Columbia gaze dataset [SYFN13], which contains images of 56 people looking at a target grid on the wall. The participants were constrained by a head-clamp, and images were taken from five different head orientations. In our experiments we used a subset of 34 people (excluding those with eyeglasses) with 20 images per person.

Results of our experiment can be seen in Figure 11, and example model fits can be seen in Figure 10. Photometric error and gaze estimation error decrease with the number of model fitting iterations. This confirms the effectiveness of our fitting strategy. If we examine the pitch and yaw components of gaze separately, we outperform recent work [JC16] in terms of gaze yaw (3.13° vs 3.51°), though perform worse in terms of gaze pitch (6.92° vs 4.27°). This result is promising since GazeDirector operates in a dataset agnostic manner, while previous work [JC16] was trained on the Columbia dataset specifically. Furthermore, our second-order optimization strategy leads to faster convergence than first-order methods used in previous work [WBM+16a], despite performing a similar amount of computation per iteration.

### 6.2. Gaze redirection

We performed an experiment to evaluate our gaze redirection stages. We prepared another subset of the Columbia gaze dataset [SYFN13] with neutral head pose. We aligned images of each participant using facial landmarks [BRM16], and used the aligned images with different gaze as ground truth for “redirected gaze”. Following model fitting on the frontal gaze image, we produced three output images for each different gaze image: a) with no gaze redirection, b) with gaze redirection with the eyeballs only, and c) with gaze redirection with eyeballs and eyelids. We measured the per-pixel image difference between GazeDirector images and the ground truth redirected gaze images (see Figure 13). The benefits of both eyeball redirection and eyelid redirection are clear.

#### Comparison to DeepWarp [GKSL16]

Previous work produces unsightly smudging artefacts when starting from non-central gaze, and redirecting gaze over large angles. This is because their method fails to correctly hallucinate parts of the eyeball that were originally occluded. As can be seen in Figure 12, these issues do not arise with GazeDirector as we use a 3D model. Furthermore, since DeepWarp can only apply an angular gaze offset to an input gaze direction, it cannot be used to produce results like those in Figure 14 where someone has been made to look at 3D gaze targets. Please see our supplementary video for additional comparisons.

---
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6.3. Redirecting gaze in YouTube videos

We demonstrate GazeDirector on videos with a variety of eye appearances, head pose, and illumination conditions by redirecting gaze in YouTube videos. We downloaded videos from YouTube and resized them to a resolution of 640×480px. New 3D gaze targets were specified through physics simulations and procedural programming using the Unity engine [Uni]. Figure 14 shows some examples. Please refer to our supplementary video for the full results.

Runtime GazeDirector runs on a commodity desktop machine (3.3Ghz CPU, Nvidia GTX 1080). Runtime is split between fitting and redirection. We first process the entire video to recover $\Phi^*$ for each frame. This model fitting stage ran at 11.6fps, 12.5fps, and 12.1fps for the three YouTube videos in Figure 14. We then redirect gaze for each frame in the video. Gaze redirection is less computationally demanding, and ran at 80fps for each video.

7. Discussion

In this work we described GazeDirector, a novel method for gaze redirection that uses model-fitting. Unlike previous work, GazeDirector does not require person-specific training data, and can redirect eye gaze to new 3D targets explicitly. We fit a parametric eye region model to images using analysis-by-synthesis, minimizing a reconstruction energy to recover shape, texture, pose, gaze, and illumination simultaneously. Gaze redirection is then performed by warping eyelids, and compositing eyeballs onto the output in a photorealistic manner.

Limitations remain. We do not explicitly model a full range of facial expressions such as blinking or squinting. While these expressions can be modelled to a certain extent with the linear shape model, specific expression blendshapes would assist greatly assist tracking in these cases. Furthermore, we do not handle occlusions or distortion effects from eyeglasses [KRK+16]. Our model does not include the eyelashes; these are hard to model realistically, but can provide an important cue for downwards looking eye gaze. We also do not consider cast shadows from hooded eyes or eyelashes, reducing the quality of our model fit in their presence.

One failure mode is redirecting gaze downwards when little of eyelid is visible, i.e. eyes open wide. When the source eyelid warp region is too small, smudge artefacts are present in the result. This could be addressed with a temporal model of subject eye region appearance. Despite these limitations, we believe our work will enable a range of interesting and novel applications.
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